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It is shown that the use of the divergence measure for expressing the information content of the 
results of a quantitative analysis is justified only then if we need not to expect the rise of a syste
matic, i.e., statistically significant mean error. However, unless we can exclude the rise of a syste
matic error we have to adopt the information measure 1(1', p, po) proposed earlier; then of course 
every even statistically insignificant mean error has effect upon the information content. It is 
studied the relationship of this measure to another information measure used in a specific ca
se for expressing the information content of biased results of a quantitative analysis. 

The possibility of the rise of a systematic error represents the most reliable risk 
of distorting the results of a quantitative analysis. Therefore we have dealt already 
in one of preceding papers of this series1 with the problem of the information content 
of the results of a quantitative determination subject to a systematic error and we have 
lxpressed it as the difference of the divergencies of the apriori and the aposteriori 
distributions and of the true and the aposteriori distributions respectively. Later on2 

we were concerned with the aposteriori uncertainty of results subject to a systematic 
error and we called its negative value" the measure of accuracy". Recently3 we intro
duced an information measure based on the difference of Kerridge-Bongard mea
sures for the true and the apriori distributions and for the true and the aposteriori 
distributions respectively and we showed its suitability to expresss the information 
content of the results subject to a systematic error. Because the concept of the syste
matic (rror itsdf has not been understood so far unambiguously and the measures 
from papers1.3 do not yield equal n.:sults for different apriori distributions and for 
a normal aposte:riori one, we are returning again in this paper to the problem 
of the information content of the results that can be subject to a systematic error 
and we will show the relationship between both measures of the information content 
introduced in papers I ,3 and we will judge their applicability in specific cases. 
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THEORETICAL 

We will take for unbiased those results, for the mean of which it holds that the 
100(1 - Ct) % confidence interval 

x +0"--
_ Z(Ct)) 

JnA 
(1) 

covers the true value X, where nA is the numbff of parallel determinations from which 
the mean is calculated, 0" is the standard deviation (a parameter) and z( Ct) is the critical 
value of the normal distribution at the significance kvd Ct. Thus condition (1) is 
fulfilkd also with the results subject to a mean error fJ = IX - xl ~ 0'[ z(Ct)/JnA]. 
We will take fJ > O"[z(Ct)/JnAJ for a systematic error, i.e., a mean error fJ significant 
at the level Ct. 

The information content of the results, of which we can assume to be true, i.e., that 
their contingent mean error will nevt:f be statistically significant at the significance 
level Ct, can be expressed by the use of the divergence measure3 - 6 as 

fXl p(x) 
l(p, Po) = H(p, Po) - H(p) = p(x) In -)dx, 

x, Po(x 
(2) 

where Po (x) is a continuous apriori distribution and p(x) is a continuous aposteriori 
one, H(p) is Shannon's entropy for the aposteriori distribution according to (4) 
of paper3 and H(p, Po) is a Kerridge-Bongard measure according to (6) of the same 
paper. Here also the conditions are introduced, under which (2) is valid. For Po(x) 
being uniform V(XI' X2) and p(x) normal N(X, 0'2), where X is the true value, the 
information content4 ,5 will be for x I + 30 ~ X ~ X 2 - 30 

( ') X 2 - Xl 
1 p, Po = In J 

0" (2ne) 
(3a) 

and for Po(x) being normal N(l1o, o'~) and p(x) also normal N(X, 0'2), fJo = Ix - 1101, 
the information content according t04 - 6 yields 

l(p, Po) = In - + - - + 2 • 
0"0 1 [(fJO)2 0"2 - o'~J 
0" 2 0"0, 0'0 

(3 b) 

In both last cases, i.e., in (3a) and in (3b), the expected value of the aposteriori 
distribution is equal to the true value X, i.e., the results are unbiased in the sense 
of condition (1). 
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If the results can be subject to a systematic error we can calculate their information 
content according to1 as 

l(p, Po II r, p) = l(p, Po) - l(r, p) = 

= f X2p(x) In p(x) dx _fX2r(x) In r(~dx, 
Xl Po(X) Xl p(x) 

(4) 

if we start from the maximum uncertainty prior to tl:e analysis, i.e. if the apriori 
distribution Po(x) is uniform. For Po(x) being uniform U(Xl' X2), p(x) normal 
N(Il, 0'2) and rex) also normal N(X, 0'2), (j = Ix - Ill, and for Xl + 30' ~ X ~ X2 -
- 30' we obtain 

1 p, Po r, P = In - - -( II ) X2 - xII ((j)2 
0' J(2ne) 2 0' 

(5) 

1£ we substituted in (4) N(llo, o'~) for Po(x), N(Il, 0'2) for p(x), and N(X, 0'2) for 
rex), (j = IX - Ill, we would obtain 

l(p, Po /I r, p) = In - + - -- - - + 2 • 0'0 1 [(Jl - 110)2 ((j)2 0'2 - O'~J 
0' 2 0'0 0' 0'0 

(6a) 

The rightfulness of this procedure will be discussed below. 
Recently3 we have introduced an information measure of ffSUltS that can be subject 

to a systematic error as 

l(r; p, Po) = H(r, Po) - H(r, p) = rex) In - dx. fX 2 p(x) 

.q Po(x) 
(7) 

Similarly as in the measure given in (4) the distribution of the same kind as the 
aposteriori one will be taken for true but with the expectation X. It is obvious that 
for X = Jl, i.e. for rex) == p(x),I(r; p, Po) by (7) changes into the divergence measure 
l(p, Po) by (2). As it has been shown3 the value of l(r; p, Po) for Po(x) uniform 
U(x!> X2), p(x) normal N(J.I., 0'2) and rex) normal N(X, 0'2), the mean error (j = 

= IX - J.l.1, is given by formula (5). For Po(x) normal N(llo, O'~), p(x) normal 
N(Il, 0'2), and rex) normal N(X, 0'2), the mean error i5 = IX - III and the bias of 
the apriori estimate (jo = IX - 1101, the information content by (7) turns out to be 

l(r; p, Po) = In ~ + _ ~ _ _ + ~ 0 , 0' 1 [(fJ)2 (fJ)2 0'2 0'2J 

0' 2 0'0 0' 0'0 
(6b) 

which does not coincide with (6a) when X =1= 11, because then (jo =1= IX - Jlol. For 
unbiased results, i.e. for fJ = 0, it becomes the formula in (3b). 
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Now let us compare both measures introduced in (4) and (7). We have shown 
earlier3 ,5 thatI(r; p, Po) can be evaluated in terms of measures of inaccuracy as 

l(r; p, Po) = H(r I Po) - H(r I p) (8) 

and since we know in addition that the relationship 

H(q I p) = H(q) + l(q, p) (9) 

holds between the measure of inaccuracy H(q I p), the entropy H(q), and the in
formation gain1(q, p), we can write 

I(r; p, Po) = H(r) + l(r, Po) - H(r) - l(r, p) = l(r, Po) - l(r, p). (10) 

This is, of course, a formula diverse from l(p, Po II r, p) given in (4) (it differs in the 
first term) and it shows that the measure in (7) is in fact information obtained in the 
transition from the apriori assumption to the real result diminished by" misinforma
tion" caused by the statistical distribution of the results which is "better" than the 
apriori inaccuracy but biased from the true value of the content of the sample. 

In the specific case of an apriori uniform distribution, i.e. for the maximum un
certainty before the experiment, it is true (which is valid only in this case, see3,5) 
that the information gain equals the decrease of uncertainty, i.e. the difference 
of entropies, and thus 

l(r, Po) = H(r) - H(po) 

l(p, Po) = H(p) - H(po) , 

(11) 

(12) 

where Po is a uniform distribution. However, since p and r in our consideration 
are normal distributions with common variance and since it is well known that the 
entropy of a normal distribution does not depend on its mean value5 , it holds: H(r) = 
= H(p) = In (f .J(2rte) so that both l(r, Po) and l(p, Po) are the same and, therefore, 
both measures considered in (4) and (7) provide identical results in this case. 

Otherwise it is obvious that the use of the difference given in (4) outside the case 
of an apriori uniform distribution in such a way as it was presented in paperl would 
not be rightful. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Formula (5), which takes the most frequent place in analytical practice, can be 
adjusted by substituting w = (X2 - xl)/(f and b = ku so that 
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I(p, Po II r, p) = I(r; p, Po) = In _w_ - ~ k 2 • 

J(21te) 2 
(13) 

Then it is possible to find, for a given ratio w, such a value k = J[ln (w2/21te)] for 
which the quantity in (13) takes on the zero value, or to find, for the given difference 
(x 2 - XI) and a, such a mean error 6 = ko' which completely depreciates the ana
lytical results. Ifwe set k = z(rx)/JnA we can look up the significance level rx, at which 
this mean error is statistically significant, in the tables. Several values are shown 
in Table 1. Obviously, for a small value of W a relativdy small value of k = 6/0' i5 
sufficient, i.e., a 6 statistically significant at a high level rx, to completely depreciate 
the results. For a large value of w, i.e. for a great apriori and a small aposteriori 
uncertainty, the results can be deteriorated only with a large mean error. For values 
W ~ 6, I(r; p, Po) = I(p, Po II r, p) is independent of the position of J1 in the interval 
<Xl + 3a, X2 - 30'>. 

Formula (6b) for all three distributions normal can be analogously simplified 
by substituting 0'0 = qO'(q ~ 1),80 = koo'o and 8 = kO'; then 

I(r; p, Po) = In q + t (k~ - k2 + ~~2 q2) (14) 

TABLE I 

Values of k for different wand nA resulting in null /(r; p, Po) given in (13) and corresponding 
confidence levels for mean errors k . (T at a fixed (T 

W IlA k .jIlA (I - 0:) 

6·0 0·86 0·610 
2 \·22 0·778 
3 \·49 0·864 

8·0 I \·15 0·750 
2 \'63 0·897 
3 \'99 0·953 

10·0 I \·33 0·816 
2 \·88 0·940 
3 2'30 0·979 

25·0 \·90 0·943 
2 2'69 0·993 
3 3·29 0·999 

------_._.-
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takes on its zero value for In q2 + (1 - q2)/q2 = k2 - k~. Several corresponding 
values are shown in Table II. Similarly we could simplify I(p, Po II r, p) from (6a) 
hy substituting Ifl - flol = k,P'o, 0'0 = qu, (j = ku and by tabulating values k = 
= z(et)/JnA in depwdence on q and k" for zero I(p, Po II r, p). We would obtain 
a table similar to Table II, where values of k" would be shown instead of those of ko. 
The mwning of kv is of course considf rably enough distinct from ko. 

TABLE II 

Values of k for different q and ko resulting in null J(r; p, po) given in (14) and corresponding 
confidence levels for mean errors k . u at a fixed u 

q ko k .jnA (1 - IX) 

1'00 0·50 0·50 0'383 
0·71 0·522 
0·87 0'616 

1'00 1'00 0'683 
1·41 0·842 
1'73 0·916 

1·50 1·50 0·866 
2'12 0'967 
2'60 0'991 

2'00 0·50 0'94 0·653 
1'33 0·816 
1'63 0'897 

1·00 1·28 0·800 
1·81 0'930 
2·22 0·974 

1·50 1·70 0'911 
2·40 0'984 
2·94 0'997 

3·00 0·50 1·25 0'789 
1·77 0'924 
2·17 0'970 

1'00 1·52 0·871 
2·15 0'968 
2'63 0'991 

1·50 1'89 0'941 
2·67 0'992 
3-27 0'999 
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Next we will notice the behaviour of the information measure l(r; p, Po) by (6b) 
for various cases of the relationship bltween X, 1-10 and 1-1, in which we understand 
the mean result of analysis Jl. as experimental verification ofthe assumption 1-10' In the 
same time we will show what vall\( s the measure by (6a) would provide in given cases. 

1) X = 1-1 = 1-10 : An unbiased result confirms a true estimate and the information 
gain l(r; p, Po) = In q + t(1 - q2)lq2 = In q + !Q, where we put Q = (1 _ q2)lq2. 
depends only on the ratio q = (101(1, i.e. on the degree of making the analysis more 
precise. The measure in (6a) would yield the same result in this case. 

2) X = Jl. ; 1-1 9= 1-10 : An unbiased result states the inaccuracy of the apriori 
assumption. The information gain 

l(r; p, Po) = In q + t(k~ + Q) (15) 

depends, besides on q, also on ko and it is thus dependent on giving more precision 
to the analysis and on correcting the original biased estimate. The measure in (6a) 
would provide the same value again. 

3) X = 1-10 ; Jl. 9= X : Now the result of analysis is biased and causes the denial 
of a true estimate (analogy of the Type I error in statistical hypothesis testing). The 
information" gain" 

l(r; p, Po) = In q + t( - k 2 + Q) {16a) 

is negative and passes into positive values only in giving higher precision to the ana
lysis. The information measure computed according to (6a) 

l(p, Po II r, p) = In q + t(k! - k2 + Q) (16b) 

would not be negative. 

4) 1-10 = 1-1 ; X 9= Jl. : A biased result conduces to the acceptance of an untrue 
assumption (analogy of the Type II error in statistical hypothesis testing). Thus 
for q = 1 there exists no information gain which is fulfilled by l(r; p, Po), yet the 
measure in (6a) 

l(p, Po II r, p) = In q + t( - k2 + Q) (17) 
would be negative. 

CONCLUSION 

The conducted discussion has shown the behaviour of the information measure 
l(r; p, Po) when all the three probability distributions are normal and when particular 
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relations between them hold. In the same time it has revealed the discrepancies 
with reality in which the use of the measure from (6a) would result, whose incor
rectness had been shown above (except for the transition from a uniform distribu
tion). It is apparent that both formulae in (6a) and (6b) yield the same value provided 
the method is unbiased, i.e., if II = X. If the adopted method is biased, the measure 
fer; p, Po) decreases with increasing k, eventually to negative values, in agreement 
with reality, whereas the difference in (6a) could even grow large with deteriorating 
inaccuracy of the method (e.g., in the situation when II 0 < X < II). 

We can understand the measure l(r; p, Po) as a generalization of the divergence 
measure f(p, Po) (directed divergence7 ) into which it passes for r(x) == p(x). The 
measure l(p, Po II r, p) was used in' rather intuitively and only for the case of an aprio
ri uniform distribution. For this distribution l(r; p, Po) = l(p, Po II r, p) and it is 
independent, for w ~ 6, of the position of Jl in the interval <Xl + 30', X2 - 30). 
Therefore the conclusions of paper' are valid also for the information measure 
fer; p, Po). 

If we use the divergence measure l(p, Po) we assume that the results are not subject 
to a systematic error, i.e., to a statistically significant mean error (j but in adopting 
the measure l(r; p, Po) every non-zero mean error, also a statistically insignificant 
one, lowers the value of the information content, eventually till to its zero value 
or even to a negative value. Therefore we have to comprehend the use of the mea
sures l(p, Po) or l(r; p, Po) as follows: If it is guaranteed that the results do not bear 
a systematic error in themselves we use the divergence measure l(p, Po); however, 
unless we can exclude the rise of such an error we adopt l(r; p, Po), yet we are aware 
that every non-zero mean error will lower the information content of the results 
even if they fulfil condition (1). This can be understood in such a way that already 
the possibility of the rise of a systematic error makes the aposteriori uncertainty 
of the results worse and thus lowers their information content. This stresses the 
importance of correct calibration in the use of instrumental analytical methods 
(compare4 ,5,8). The possibility to evaluate measurement results that can be subject 
to a systematic error from the information theoretic point of view represents a new 
contribution to the theory of "measurement information"9. 
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